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foJOiC ·for Lecture Series
Now,'Clark has written a book,

. Laying Down the Law,, and is sharing ·

By Kathy Oshel.

his beliefs with people all over the · ·
country through his lecture tour.
u1 ain onlY. one, but I am one. I ·
As part of Xavier Univei:sity's
can't do all things, but I can do
Lecture Series, Clark will present
. "FightOneMoreRound", a lecture
something. That.which I can do,_I ·
oughtfo do, and that which I ought
reCOUJ)ting his experiences as the ' '
to do; by. the grace of Goo,· I will do." .· ·principal of Ea.stside High School. He
will highlight the strategies and
Joe Clark did do something, he
took a New Jersey ~hool considered. techruques'.he.used in the school._ ·
•· .Clark will als.o emphasize pride in
to be .a trainirg ground for jaihind
self. Clark believ,es "everday pride in
turned itinto a model institUtiori. .
"-"';;..:i~Gl.ark~took.;~A•:<=hc;>o.1_.jl)~t,:was Y·> .. · ·self must be rein.forced. EverdayAhe ..
· graffiti~c~v~rea:a,tj(i;h~!}vy.Wit~'.p()t .· ·. "value of academies.must·be'demon::.·~~ ,
'smokedriftingoutofttswmdows
stratecf'~ :· .'.' .. ·. . . ' ' ' . ,
arid restored order.arid decorum. . .
· .. Randal McCra.vy, who is organiz- · .
Photo ~y Greg Rust
.. · .···.. \\fhen Clarkbegari his terinas > irigtheleeture,'explained that the
president of
principalOfEastside High Schoolin ·. · issue·ot,publiC:edtication arid its role . Serrators Brad Ruwe(right)and Jeff Miller meet Fr; James Hciff, S.J.,
' '
..
'
1982/he greeted s_fudents with buH- . inArrierica tooay.was a timely topi~ .. .Xavier; at a reception held in his honor last Thursday.
. ·horn in one hand and a Louisville
"Discipline and control in school has··.
Slugger.in the other. When he yelled'
· instructions; the sttidents listened.
· Many ofClark's methods have
· score and a mean SAT 5core of 972. ·
. t>een·Criticized~. Ona single day, he ·
Scheiss thinks Xavier is s0 appealthrew out300 students for fighting,
ing at this time because, "People have
vandalism, drug possession, profan- ' '
noticed.that Xavier. provides an
.Xavier is still thinking big and
ity and abusing teachers.· He chained
outstanding liberal arts education
.growing! Once again, freshman ..
doors to keep drug ·pushers out and ·
consistent with the Jesuit tradition."
he forbade any. type of gang clothing.
enrollment has 'topped the previous
Jan Jantzen, dean of enrollment
~owever; Clark's type of disci· · year, resulting in the Iargestfull;time services, said, "There is no one reason
pline had positive effects. ·
.
. undergraduate enrollment (2,855
.. for our good fortune; students
· . "Discipline is the ultimate tenet of
· students), in Xavier's history; · · ·
. flourish during their Xavier years and
education. Discipline establishes the
Undergraduate enrollment in·they go on to good jobs."·
ceased to 4,034; while the number of
format, the environment for.academic ,. ·
Jantzen went on to say Xavier has
acheivement," said Clark "ff there is • ··
students in the graduate program
a good class size and competitve
no discipline, no learning can· take
·increased to 2,646.
prices, with Xavier being listed in
place."
.
Although the enrollmentpf
.
Barron's 300 Best Buys in college
Still, Clark used riot only discipline •
Hispanic students;hasdecreased ...
education.
to reform Eastside High S<;hool;but
·
·· ·
from 2.5 percent in 1~8~ to 2.3 p!rcent
In a' random poll conducted of
also motivation. Clark challenged
been a cm:npelling and controversial
in 1990, Asian American enrollmet is · students, most of them said they
t t
th . t
ly .
issue," said McCravy, "and that's one· up 2.8 pe· rcent from... 1.7 pe·
.. r.c.e.11t,·.
chose Xavier because of its relatively
s'tud~n s 0 prove etrs ereo- pmg '''reason
wanted to bring him i.n/'
'
and African'-American enrollment is
wrong
·
·
small size, the departmental pro. ."Don
. 't go aroun dbl
. o th er
. "He [Clark]
. ammg
· ·has
· the utmost
. · · confi..up· to·' 7.·7. pe· rcent from 5 . 5.perc·e.nt· .
grams, the city of Cincinnati and
dence iri himself and he passes that
over the same time perioo. This year
·people for your plight," said Clark.
Xa:vier's long-standing tradition in
"Bl
lf bec
'f
d
on," said McCravy.
the meri number 3,061 and women
their family.
ame yourse /
ause 1 you en
. Mccravy saidth.e response to d<tte
As for the future, the Office of
up a nothing, it's because that's what
has beeri excellent arid three-fourths·
3,619. •.
. .
.·· .·
·.·... ··.
Admissions is working to ensure the
you want to b~." .
of the ticketS have been sold. .
Adrien Scheiss, dii-ector of Freshcontinued growth of Xavier. All high
. Clar.k's leeture will be. a.t,8 p.m. on., . mari Programs, noted that.out of the
.Since Clark lifted the New Jersey
··
· ·
·· ·
· ·· ·
464 freshmen, 411 hailfroin Ohio, .
school students are invited to come ·
school from disgrace, he has beeome ·..·.Thursday; Oct..·26, in the University . •\vi th 403. from the Cindnnati area,·,
.and :visit~ to learn what Xavier is
the foeus of inany articles; including a . .Theatre~ located in the. University ·.
. whi.le the.rem.ainirig 2.35....s.tu.·.d.·e.nts .
really allabout.
TiJiie<:ovei'story,a 60
profile··· Center;· Admission is free to the .· ·
·
16
With a strong commitment .to the
arid he has ap~aroo on Donahue. In · . ~avier community·and $2 for the· .,.
. t~f:i~ri~~o~~~fe~nt statJs an~
future, Xavier is gi:owing physically
· addition; the inovie'."Leari On Me" ·
gerieralpublic; Ticke.ts are available
. As for the academiC profile, the
and in numbers, we're.still thinking·
focuSed on his accomplishments;
in the Stude~t Developmel\t Office.
. group brings a 23 .1 average ACT .
big.
'
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Alcohol Awareness_ Week

•

.

. .

democrac . C~OICE prtzes .given away
Y
··
the several spec1f1ed
lobby any. time on Thursday,
•ect
fo
f
By John Lovell_
events.
Nov. 1. ·Submit your answers
SU b J
The Xavier Newswire·
First off, there are a select
to the raffle box and you may
·
.
amount limited edition t·
win (provided all your
FREE! That's a word that
shirts that are up for grabs.
answers are correct).
lectu r.e
always grabs attention. So
On Oct. 29 at 7 p.m., WEBN
And for the squeeze
of

of

By Molly Sullivan

The Xavier Newswire
The Department of Modern Languages and the
Spanish Club have invited
Senor Lorenzo.Olarte, the
president of the Canary Islands, to address the topic of
democracy in Spain after
Franco. He will present "The
Transition to Democracy in
Spain and the Importance of
the Canary Islands in the
Democracy of America."
"Xavier was interested in
Senor Olarte," said Dr. Irene
Hodgeson, professor in the
modem languages department. She explained the
intermediate Spanish classes
do a unit on the Spanish
Civil; there is also a student
doing a reading on the
Canary Islands.
Because of the regional
autonomy established by
Spain's new con~tittition,
Senor .Olarte's position is to
be more comparable to a
governor because he is the

sportcasters "Wildman"
conta~ners? These. cool
Walker will be hosting a
contamers are avall~ble on
panel disc_ussion on friend_ three sepa~ate occasions.·.
ship and alcohol abuse. The
Tuesday mght, Oct. 30 at 6
first 25 people to sho"'. up for p.m., Dave Coleman will be
this event will receive atgiving a lecture on "How to
shirt.
Get a Date Without BeerNeed something a little
goggles" so be one ~f the first
more practical? How about
20 to come and receive a
$50 gift certificate to the
squeeze bottle.
Xavier bookstore? Just take
Also, the first 20 players of
the "Learn and Earn" alcohol
Alcohol Jeopardy, Nov. 2, at
quiz in the University Center
2:30 p.m., and the first 20
viewers of the dive-in movie,
"Jaws", at the O'Connor
president of a region.
"the new vacation destinaSports Center at 7 p.m. on
Olarte is also conducting a tion for American travelers in Friday night will receive a
squeeze bottle.
tour of Cincinnati, which has the 1990s."
Olarte wants to talk to the
Finally, there will be the
been arranged by Pier 'n Port
people of Cincinnati, the
ever-popular "Mocktails"
Travel, Xavier's travel
business owners and leaders, event, which will be on
agency. During his visit to
about investing in the Canary Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the
Cincinnati, Olarte will
Islands and also his country's . University Center Lobby.
promote Atlantis Internainterest in making invest- This year features a new
·
tional Tours U.S.A., a new
ments in America. Atlantis
twist, as selected faculty and
national tour wholesale
will then pass along the
administration members will
company.
opportunities-to the rest of
be going head-to-he~d in a
According to Pat C~onen
the U.S. travel- agents:
_mix-off;with the students
.
.·berg, pr~siderit of P,ier 'n. Port
being the judges. . ';Travel/the.Ca'nary1Islands
' Presid~n-t Olarte:wm ·sp~~Jl
\ So, as you C.an tell; the
chose Atlantis as the starting
at Xavier on Thursday,
spirit of giving is with us a
point of a campaign to
October 25,at 4:30 p.m. in
little early this year. Why not
promote the seven islands as · Kelley Auditorium ..
takt:_~_~va:ntage of it?.
·now that I have yours, tune
in to this message: the spirit
of giving will reign supreme
during the week of Oct. 29Nov. 2. As you may have.
heard, that week is officially
Alcohol Awareness Week at
Xavier, and there will be
more freebies than you can
imagine.
Everything from.hilarious
t-shirts to hip squeeze bottles
will be given away, and all
you have to do is attend any

---~--

$1000· ~~ST

Fantastic Part-Time
Work Opportunities

ONE
WEEK.

Earn up to $1000 in one
week for your campus
organization.
Plus a chance at
$5000 more!

This program works!
No investment needed.
can 1·800-932-0s2a
&I.SO

Off-Cam.pus-- Housing
Walk to campus

Free
Heat
&
Parking

(Kenwood Area)
When was the last time
that you had geometry?
Or trig? ..Or word
problems? Can you
recognize a split infinitive?
- -... Or a misplaced
modifier? Was the SAT
your last standard test?
Review your basic skills
and let Townsend show
you strategies to help you
excel on the GMAT.

Con~udingTelephone Opinion·surveysAt

Matrixx Marketing Research.
The Newest, Most Modem And Convenient Marketing
Research Facility In Cincinnati.
IMPORTANT ADVANTAGES
Starting pay $6.00 an hour (evening shift), opportunity for advancement.
Learn a valuable skill; no sales involved.

FLEXIBLE HOURS
Day or evening shifts; .weekday or weekend hours.
Work from15 to 40 hours per week (paid training).

GREAT· LOCATION
If you have the will,

we'll teach you the skill!

In Kenwood - Montgomery Road Exit (#12) at Interstate- 71. Suburban area, yet less than 15 minutes from downtown.

.,,,'/,

Cable Hook-up

,lP ~Q

..~ff _ff .

-===-=::.:__

g,"-~ .~ -=-~

,,_,'<'o~~:

$245 and up

Oxford Apts.
1005 Dana Ave.
Call A.B. at
861-5928
474-0449

~ ~

------..:..

OUTSTANDING. WORK ENVIRONMENT
Employee lounge I kitchen facilities.
Spacious office complex, free parking, 24-hour security.

MATRIXX

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.~

"YTrowNsENo LEARNING CENTERS
1375 Kemper Meadow Dr.> Suite 9
Cincinnati, Ohio 45240
(513} 742-5510

CONTACT:
1'o set up_~ inte.rv~e~>call Telephone
S'Uivey Center at (513) 984-2470.
An equal opportunity employer.

MARKETING RESEARCH
Kenwood Towers, Suite 625
8044MontgomeryRoad
· Cincinnati, Ohio 45236
(513) 984-2470 .
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Speakers showcased
By Ann Bustamante

The Xavier Newswire ·
Everyone is aware of the
growing crisis in the Middle
East. In the upcoming
Speaker "X"traordinaire
contest, students will have
the opportunity to make a
difference.
The topic for this year's
competition is isolationism or
intervention in foreign
policy. The contestants will
have an opportunity to speak
their feelings about the issue
of Kuwait.
Linda Welker, who also
headed the contest last year,
said, "This contest is de7
signed to showcase public
speaking talents of XU
students to give exposure of
training and skills in public
speaking."
Most Xavier students are
interested in the contest
because it supports the
growing political action in .
foreign affairs. Phil Ri.chards,
Xavier student, said, "It
raises the social awareness of
college students."

Welker advised the ·
speakers to use a "strictly
extemporous sty;e highlighting a more conversational
tone."-She said the speech
should be structured with
personal style.
Those who wish to participate must have completed or
currently be in CA 101 Oral
Communications. Registration forms must be turned in
· by Nov. 1 and can be picked
· up in Alter Hall, room 11.
The speech must be an
original extemporaneous
work of the contestant and
five copies of a formal outline
must. be submitted at least
two days before the contest.
The is also a time limit on
the speech of five to seven
minutes and the speech will
be judged by a panel of five
people. Monetary awards
will be given to the top three
contestants.
So far, about a half-dozen
people have entered the
contest and Welker 'is anticipating a strong turnout. The
Speaker "X"traordinaire
contest will be November 6,
4 p.m., in Kelley j\uditorium.

.DECEMBER GRADS: GET OFF TO A GREAT START WITH
· BURKE MARKETING RESEARCH
'
J

Burke Marketing Research, a leading force in the marketing research field, is currently
seeking dynamic individuals for a unique temporary study. This special assignment
will begin mid-January, and last 3..·.4 months. This coµld provide you· the new.grad
with many opportunities and advantages:
•An inside look at one of the world's leading market research firms;
• Solid work experience, applicable to any business environment
• Exposure to Data Processing professionals in today's business environment
• Starting salary
$7.50 per hour
•Day shift hours· Monday through Friday
We are seeking individuals with excellent verbal eommunication skills to conduct
national telephone surveys with users of office equipment. Qualified individuals will
be assertive, professional in manner, and able to gather information from all levels of
management. Previous exposure to automated office equipment is a plus!
Apply by submitting your resume to Burke Marketing Research, 2621 Victory Parkway,
Cincinnati, OH 45206 or call 559-7520 for additional information.
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1EIM CHECKEDIEtOW.
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Choose your savings:
CJ52 weeks for $87.10
(Save $42.90)
Q39 weeks for $65.25
(Save $32.25)
CJ26 weeks for $43.50
(Save $21.50)
CJ13 weeks for'$21.75
(Save $10.75)

City/Sweflip'--------------

~OllCL·-'---'------------Paymenl method:
r:ICheck Encloscd (payable to USA TODAY)
Charge my: QVISA QMC QAMEX

Keep informed about the changing world .
around you in NEWS, see how to prepare for
your taxes in MONEY. keep ori top of all the
action in SPORTS and get the latest trends in
film, fashion and fitness in LIFE.

____.____

Credit Card#,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
~p.Date

For faster service, call

USA AT Pl.AJ........

~~~~~1~-~

I

-,···\/·,.;·;:(;a-1···
-=-~~~~!.~ --.,,.!!!.:.. •

m

1-800-USA-0001,
ask for Operator 513

~

I

. . .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signature (if paying by credit card),_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Sign up now by completing the coupon, or call
us toll-free at 1~800-USA-0001, and ask for
Operator513.

1

QBillme

II
I

MAIL TO: USA TODAY,

I.

Same day mail and home delivery available in sclecccd ueas. Mall delivery available
lhnluJhout the USA. Savinss baScd on newsstand ntcs. Renewals and extensions
mus& include payment. Offer expires De<:. 31, 1990.

II
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Subscril!tion ProcesQng,
PO Box 7878,
Washington, OC 20044-7878
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Tips for making Xavier a safer place
Compiled by Rich Klus

The Xavier Newswire
Campus crime prevention
is a way that Xavier students
can make their campus a
safer place. By becoming
aware of the types of crimes
most frequently committed
on campus, and learning
ways to deny the opportunity, we can prevent crime.
In the buildings:
•Always keep your door
locked-day or night. Never
let strangers in.
•Never lend out your keys
or leave your door unlocked
for a friend.
.•Don'tbring valuables to
campus. Leave them at home
where they are most safe.

•Keep cash and other
campus escort.
small valuables out of sight.
•Use public walkways.
•Always engrave your
A void shortcuts, dark, or
valuables with your social
secluded places.
security number.
•Never hitchhike, pick up
•Don't prop open outside
hitchhikers, or ride with a
security doors. You could be stranger.
letting in an intruder. They
•Never drink and drive.
are locked for your safety.
•Always lock your bike to
•Don't leave your books
a fixed object. Use a Uunattended.
shaped lock for the best
•Know the location of the
security.
Safety and Security Office,
•Always lock your car and
and other safe places.
take your keys with you.
•Report suspicious
Lock your.valuables out of
persons or activities to a
sight. Take advantage of
Safety and Security officer.
campus auto theft prevention
On the grounds:
programs.
•Be alert and aware of
•Know the locations of
people around or approachemergency telephones.
ing you ..
•Report suspicious or
•Don't walk alone. Go
criminal activity to Safety
with a friend, group, or
and Security at once.

•If you are the victim of a
crime, call Safety and Security immediately. They can
assist you and explain your
legal rights.
Ninety percent of campus
crimes are crimes of opportunity. If the opportunity can
be denied or reduced, the
potential for an crime can be
diminished.
. Through campus crime
prevention, you can increase
your ability to reduce risks
and learn proven methods
that can reduce your chances
of becoming an victim.·
Crii:ne prevention is not
just stopping negative things
from happening, it's starting

li•'if

l#f#friie)@i
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CAMP·US
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Commuter Council Corner

Students get right-of-way
Commuter Council want
everyorie to be safe, especially in the Xavier University area.
•Commuter Awareness
•Since we are the ComDay is comirig up on October
muter Council, we try to aid
24. CommuterCouncil is
all people who drive cars. U
sponsoring a Pictionary
was brought to our attention
tournament which will take
that there is a problem with
place in the afternoon.-See
cars not yielding to pedestrithe signs in the Commuter
ans in crosswalks. A word to Lounge for more informa~
the wise: Pedestrians have
tiqn.
· the right-of-way at all times
•Congratulations to
when they are in a crosswalk. Wendy Ann Damon, presiDrivers must also yield to
dent ofCommuter Council.
anyone attempting to cross
for winning the SGA Leader
the street.
·
of the Month Award. Wendy
If a police officer is in the
has been instrumental in the·
vicinity and sees a driver
formation of Commuter
failing to yield to a pedesCouncil, and has spent many
trian, he or she is allowed by
long hours making Comlaw to give a citation for
. muter Council present in
failing to yield. This citation
campus activities. Way to go,
may lead to a ticket.· We as
Wend!
Contributed by
Commuter Counci I

PEACE GORPS: A Good Career Move

In the Oct..10 edition of The Xavier Newswire,· the news
section incorrectly represented Dr. Arthur Shriberg's views
regarding the proposed·conversionof Schott Hall into an
office facility. According to Shriberg, "The president must
make a decision. The one he made was not unreasonable,
but it would not have been the decision l would have
made. It is clear to me that most students would oppose
(the use of the facility as office space.)" The Newswire
regrets any misunderstandings this may have caused.

...

·~~

.

'

. .-

THUNDERBIRD'
lnforroatloo Table
October 30, 8 a.m. - l p.m.
University Center Lobby near Grill
"Let ltBeglo Here" Peace Corps film
October30
·
1:30 p.m.
University Center, Regis Room
1·800-521-8686-Toll free

Al\IEBICAN .GHADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTEHNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Glcnd;ilc, Arizona 85.106 USA

A represent.ative will be on campus
WEI>liESllAY, OCTOBER 31 , 1 ~~0

to.discuss

GRADUATE STUDY
9CI

Interviews. may ·be scheduled· at

CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT
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Blood Drive strikes a ·strong vein at Xavier
By Diana Staab
The Xavier Newswire
yYhat has 18 arms, 18 legs,
10 wheels, requires 100 pints
of blood per day to survive,
serves free cookies and juice,
and visits Xavier's campus
three times per year?
Give up? A Hoxworth
Blood Center Mobile Unit.
With nine employees, a
van, a truck, coolers filled
with juice, cases of cookies,
the mobile unit descends
upon the Xavier campus each
fall, winter, and summer.
Last Friday was Blood Donor
Day at Xavier.
"We drew 104 units of
blood today," said Kim
Jackson, Head Nurse: "That

makes a great day." Hoxworth Blood Center needs
330 uni ts of blood donated
each day to supply the 28
hospitals in their 13-county,
three-state territory, the
largest in the United States.
Xavier students donated
almost a third of that daily
quota on Friday.
Tim Halloram, the Mobile
Unit Assistant,.explains why
he loves his job. "Everyday,
you feel like you're doing
something good. I have two
college degrees and I
wouldn't want to do anything else."·
Halloran's favorite donor
locations are high schools
and colleges, "This is sometimes the first adult thing
these young people do. We

-~.~~~.~~\m:?:\<~
• '··r/

.

want to make a g
impression. These young adults are
the donor base of the future.
I've had high school student
donors that show up at
college blood drives. It's
great, like old-home day."
X.U. freshman Melissa

I

.-1

~ 82nd Airborne

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
l
I

) Soldiers of Operation
I
Desert Shield
: APO New York 09656
I
I

1

Dear

American

So~dier,

I
I

want to person~lly thank you·
I
I for your courage and dedication.
Here at Xavier University,
Cincinriati, we are very proud of
your efforts. I hope that you
accomplish your mission and _.return
home safely· to your loved ones.
I
support your cause and applaud
your actions. I pray that this
will soon end, peacefully.
Once
again, thank· you.

'

I

Sincerely,

P . S ·.

I

our job is to educate. Before
anyone gives blood he/she
must read AIDS information
that includes a list of high
risk behavior, description of
symptoms (and students
must) answer direct questions. All information is
strictly confidential. The 'Bar
Code Exclusion' is another
safety precaution. During
the health history interview
(all students) must choose a
rhe."
computerized bar code label
Accord.ing to Skip Hupto mark (each) bag of blood.
man, R.N ., a single unit of
donated blood has the poten- If a person doesn't feel their
blood is safe, but feels prestial of helping three people.
sured by friends to donate,
Hupman said some people
the donor chooses the bar
still have misconceptions
about the contractionof'AIDS. code label that indicates the
Karen Skaggs, Mobile Unit blood should not be given to
Director agreed with Hupman anyone. The blood is drawn
but it will be destroyed."
and went on to say, "Part of

Dear Xavier Student,
Join the Xavier
University College
Republicans in boosting
the morale of our troops
overseas. Just:

J

I

'

l
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L--------~------~---~----------J

l) Clip this letter out of the
Newswire.~
2) Sign it.~
·3) Add.your own P.S.

message.
4) Drop it in one of the
special XUCR mailboxes
located in the University
Center Lobby and in the
Post Office.
The College
Republicans will pay the
postage ·to Saudi Arabia.
The collection will run from
October l 8throught
November 8. Thank you.

J F:tU
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Budget process is antiquidated

Dl KOSAURS.

ARe bXttNcT...

Bush shows leadership
on budget question ·It is heartening to see that President Bush is finally
putting his foot down and paying more than lip service to
the budget deficit. The times has come, especially with
war in the Middle East pending and troubles with the
national and international economy increasing, to ~ome to
terms with Congress and decide on a course of action to alleviate the nation's immense debt.
Now that Bush has set the tone and implemented cuts
and freezes maybe the legislature will quit avoiding the
issue and come to a bipartisan agreement that will address
and hopefully decrease the deficit. This seems unlikely
though, given the bickering and political ted tape that has
all but halted the process.
If only the two parties would put aside their various
differences and realize that the needs for the people have
to be met. The needs in this important circumstance; a
major decrease in the deficit that would help stabilize our
national economy. With the dollar sinking, interest rates
rising, and stocks falling it would seem that our country is
heading for recession. Some would argue that the tax
increases and other cuts in government spending, needed
to reduce the deficit, would also plummet the United
States into a recession. This in all likelihood is the .correct'·
scenario but compare the outcome; if we go into recession
the budget deficit at its all time high it could be even more
devastating after the recession is over with hyper-inflation
and sky-rocketing interest rates. On the other hand if a ·
recession is the outcome of increased taxes and government spending cuts, then the national economy will be
more stable afterwards with the deficit once agaiJ:l under
control.

It will be interesting to see what the outcome of Bush's
new hard line policy will be. With elections coming soon,
nothing will probably get done until next year, but at least
for now there seems to be some light at the end of the
tunnel.
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Athletes arid Alcohol

.-....

Socializing and drinking Ore
not always one in ·the same
.. '··''

'" . ' ... · . around watching movies and
needlepointing? Are they
trying to coop them up
preventing them from
enjOying the best years of
their life? What happened to
trust and judging players on
· their ability to perform?
Coaches need to rethink
.
.
approach when dealing
their
By Colleen E. Hartman
with wild, crazy, stressed
Newswire Columnist
college students, even if they
· are athletes. Coaches who
There is a lot of scuttlebutt don't come across as Hitlers,
will gain better respect from
lately about the so-called
their
players. Coaches who
"new".drinking policy for
haven't
banned their stuXavier varsity athletes, which
dents from the bars or parties
actually is an old policy just
would be happy to know,
recently being enforced to
more athletes are asking for
extremes. Athletes are not
water or Pepsi. Because
allowed to consume alcohol
essentially,
people sneak to
whether they are· of age or ,
do
what
they
are told not to
not. Not only are they
do. Larry Redwine, Head
forbidden to drink, some
athletes have been forbidden Coach of Baseball said, "I
don't have a problem with
by coaches to even step foot
my players beirig at parties or
into a bar or party where
the bars. But if they're there,
alcohol is being served. If
90%
of the time they'll be
discovered, the athlete is then
drinking. I~ my players
_placed on "a list" for further
not to drink during season.
investigation.
not being able to go to
But
Please! The athletes are
Dana's
or Quatman's for a
not being given a full right to
burger just because it's a bar
socialize. If the athlete is
is wrong."
truly dedicated to his or her
"We had some players at
sport, the athlete would
realize alcohol hinders
the bars not drinking, btit
performance. Some athletes
people were accusing them of
it. We can't tell if they have
now feel they have to sneak
around just to have a good
or not. So, the girls have
time. Do some coaches think agreed to my policy of not
going to the bars or parties,"
their athletes should sit

as s.tated by Frank Zu;cc~ia,
coach of the women'ssoccer
.
feam. Although Zuccala
believes they agree, many are
quite upset with the policy
since it infringes on their
social life. One player stated,
·"This year's Season has been
like being in jail, and many
girls don't know if they'll
play soccer next year because
.·
· of it."
The Athletic Department
deals with each case individually. If a student is
tested positive for drugs or
alcohol, they must have an
evaluation with a counselor
at Health and Counseling.
The Athletic Department
then responds according to
severity. This is a good
policy, but can easily get out
· of hand. Just because Joe
Jock was seen at a house
party drinking a beer doesn't
make him a alcoholic: He ·.
probably won't play as well
on Monday, but he shouldn't
be immediately labeled as a
possible alcoholic as some
students have been after
violating the policy.
In conclusion, the policy is
there for the benefit of the
players, so they'll be able to
perform their best. But,
forbidding players to be able
to interact on a social level
with other students who are
drinking is an infringement
·of constitutional rights.
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Freshman roommate experience
.

-

By Matt Alander

Newswire Columnist

You like metal, he likes
classical. You like going out,
he l.ikes staying in. You like
men, she likes women. ·These
are some common (and
uncommon) differences
among roommates. Unfortunately, in many roommate
cases, opposites attract. The
"roommate scene" is a new
experience for many freshmen because the only other
roommates we might have
had were either brothers or·
sisters at home or roomies for·
only a couple of weeks at a
summer camp. The dorm life
is the most unique piece of
the collegiate pie, so those
participating in it are either
cursed with custard are
blessed with cherry pie.
This slice may also lead
·into taterlife.''FOr instance:'
my mother is still pretfygood
friends with one of her
· college roommates from
many moons ago (I won't say
exactly how long ago because

I want a home to return to).
Even though many friends
grow apart after their school
years, we've spent a fair
amount of time with her
family and vice versa, and
have always had a blast. As
a matter of fact, I may be ·
spending the Thanksgiving
Holidays with them.
I 1·ust used this bit 'o
history to illustrate that
roomies can be friends for a
long time after college. But
forget about the future, if
your roommate is a pain in
the butt right now, you really
don't care about the relation-.
ship 20 years down the road
because you want it to end
yesterday. Many things may
lead to this rush of angry
emotions; But usually, it's
the little things that push you
over the edge. Being-too neat
(or too messy), singing with
the songs on the radio in a · ·
slightly off-tone voice,
leaving a glob of toothpaste
on the rim of the sink so you
can accidently put your hand
in it, or leaving plaque on the
mirror from their month.ly
flossing adventure are some
of the little things that drives
roomies at their throats.
Little proplems usually come
with big problems; this is no
.excepti_on. Your roommate
coming home and blaring the
TV or radio while you are ·
trying to snooze and then
saying, "Oh; I'rri sor_ry, I

didn't know you were
asleep," them knowing it's
laundry time because the
stench is fogging up the
windows and making their
eyes water, and the infamous
borrowing of your stuff
without permission are a
couple of the horrendous
problems that may evoke
mass murder in the dorms.
All murders aside, roommates allow us to gain one of
the most useful attributes for
the real world, the ability to
deal with people. Knowing
when to give leeway and
where to draw the line is
priceless information that
will let us climb the social
ladder instead of being one of
its steps. So if you begin to
get the feeling that things
would be better if your
. "Roommate From Hell" was
gone, I'.ve got some advice
'·for you not to take from The
. Police. "once that you've
decided on a killing, First
you make a stone of your
heart, And if you find that
your hands are still willing,
Then you can turn a murder
into art." If you take this
advice from "Murder b

For those men who
missed Sweetest Day
Purple
Li.corice·
..,

vy Michelle Haveus
'Newswire Columnist

I

The article this week is on
sweet revenge. Just in time
to ~ake life hell for all those
"loving" men who messed
you over on Sweetest Day.
Lesson #1: Never accept
the apology. The minute you
do, he'll think it'll be all right
for him to forget other
important things, like your·
Christmas present.
Lesson #2: Never accept a
"rain check" date. If he
couldn't make if for the

important one, he is never
going to consider any of your
dates important.
Lesson #3: Never let him
forget that he missed the
important day. Make his life
unbearable with how you sat
home all night, knitting three
pairs of socks, writing two
novels and watching the
grass grow hoping he'll
arrive before the birth of yom
grandchildren.
Lesson #4:. Make him beg
for forgiveness. Never let
him forget the P1ental torture
you were put through for
being "dissed." Plus making
him grovel will give you a
sense of superiority.
Lesson #5: Dump him. If
nothing happened on the big
day, nothing ever will.
·
Follow these lessons
closely and life will be
Sweetest Day everyday.

Wit of the Week

Letters to the Editor

Student criticizes

Response to ''Dating Editorial"

Tips· on becom.ing a. manly man
11

11

bud~et proc~ss

I

In respons~ to the article
"Editorial perspectives into
. dating dilemmas," I would
like to submit some concrete
guidleines for guys who
want to be a "manly man" just in time for the Home~ .
coming Dance. .
.::
How to Be A Manly Man:
1. Dig dirt. . ·
2. Brag about something
your haven't done.
3. Use power tools.
4. Dry shave.
5. Have the desire to drive
a pick-up truck. ·
6. Drown in Polo Cologne.
7. Have facial hair during
your Freshman year of
college.
8. Play cards with the
guys.

9. Watch every football,
basketball, and baseball game
and readJhe sports page.
10. Have the desire to
have an earring.
11. In grade school, have
won a -stuffed animal for a
girl.
12. TiyAqua Velva once
when beginning to shave.
13. Go on a camping trip
"with the guys."
14. Play darts or pool
"with the guys."
15. Wear a flannel shirt.
16. Do shots.
17. Have the desire to
have a tattoo.
18. Use the "GD" word to
impress chicks.

19. Have wire-framed·
glasses.
20. Wear a sweater with
no shirt underneath.
21. Give your sweater or
coat toa woman to.wear.
22. Open a door for a
woman.
23. Flex your arm when a
woman touches it.
24. Drink Burger Light.
25. Brag about the amount
of letters and numbers listed
on the brand of your car
(RX58, for example).
26. Re-adjust your crotch.
27. Date an orginator of
the Manly Man list.
If there is any man out
there who scores at least 20 of
the 27, I'd love to meet you.
-Beth A. Knepfle

I am a graduate student at ·
avier-University. I would
ike to express my opinion on
he federal budget impasse.
A week ago, President
ush vetoed a shorHerm
pending bill (to keep the
overnmen t opera tjng),
hich forced layoffs of
housands of "non-essential"
ederal employees. I would
onsider President Bush and
ongress the non-essential
mployees by the way they
re handling the federal
udget talks. Both the
embers of Congress and
resident are more concerned
bout their image and relection prospects rather than
he national interests.
Our government spends
illions on wasteful pro~

grams/projects such as the
presidential inauguration
ceremonies, $2.1 million to
survey American sex habits
and attitudes, and $400 on
hammers for the military, to
name just a few. Instead of
making spending cuts in the
above and other wasteful
programs/ projects, Congress
calls for an increase in
Medicare fees and wants to
raise taxes.
One way to make members of Congress more
responsive to the national
interest is to limit their terms
in public office to 12 years.
But, it will take a lot of public
pressure to get Congress to
even seriously consider such
a proposal.
-Pa trick J. Farrell
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Letters to the Editor
Should the taxpayer's·fund.art?

Art controversy starts intercollegiate debate
of maybe an art history ..
artists own personal satisfacAfter reading William
to museums. And aren't the
major. Or is he simply some
tion.
·
Cunion's article ''No Govern- prices the same for everyone
political
science major who
Far from being an artist, I
at museums.
ment money for art," I felt
merely
wishes
to declare his
myself was so overcome by
sorry for Cunion because he
Are we to forget about
conformity
with
or, in this
Cunion's article that I created
wants to see art banished
those trying to make it big,
caS!'!,
opposition
to
the
my own version of the "Piss
unless those that produce it
like DeMatteis, just because
government.
Probably
the
Christ" he referred to. I call it
are wealthy individuals.
they should be good enough
latter
of
the
two.
"Starfish and Caca," "Starfish
It's fair that those who
to make it without govemBeing an artist myself, I
~nd Coffee" floating in my
wish to fulfill their dreams as ment aid. Cunion's theory
would like to ask Mr. Cunion
toilet, created without a cent
an artists are denied because suggests that he doesn't
that if the NEA(National
they are incapable of supbelieve those that aren't good of his tax. money.
Endowment of the Arts), is.
-Michael Biedenbach
porting themselves. Cunion enough at the beginning
currently funding artist,
believes these people should don't deserve help. Does he
where's my cut? I've re-.
"work at Taco Bell during the believe this to be true for
ceived no money.. Do I have
day and d their sculpting or
other areas as well? Are
Recently visiting the
to go wait in one of those
whate:over at night." Does
government grants for
Xavier University campus, f
lines to get it? I'm certainly
Cunion believe that working college students in need a
not wishing to put art
at a fast food restaurant wiH bad idea because they should was astonished when I read
funding before AIDS, drugs,
be good enough to allow a
be wealthy enough or able to The Xavier Newswire. Astonished because, by chance, I
homelessness, or the
person to survive until he or support their dreams. I
found my name in the final
country's need in Saudi
she gets that big break they
believe not.
·paragraph
of William
Arabia. I merely want Mr.
are looking for? Perhaps
Cunion also believes truly
Cun ion's "Starfish and
Cunion to consider all of art
Cunion should work at a
great art would emerge even
Coffee"(Vol. 76, No.7).
instead of just a select few
Taco Bell or Burger King and if his plan was implemented,
First of all, Cunion has a
who happened to attract
but states that many artists
try to make a living as he so
problem. He is only considmedia attention. William
suggests for struggling
aren't respected until years
ering specific (orms of art:
Cunion was correct in saying
artists.
after their death. If artists
Art is music, dance, theater,
that his funding cut-off i.dea
Cunion states that only the don't receive monetary
as
well as visual art. He
would not stop .the producrich have a flair for the arts so benefits soon after their
. · · tionof truly great art1 for·
they should fund their own
works are produced, how are seems to ()nl y think of •.. • .·
Mapplethorpe and the~~'Piss
now. What about in the
museums~ He asks if the
they to continue to proouce
poor ask the rich to pay for
art? I'm afraid Taco Bell isn't Christ" piece when acknowlfuture? Our country's
edging art, not realizing the
culture would decrease and
their bars and bowling alleys. the answer. Great art would
truly broad range of art there art would only befor. the
Am I to assume that the poor 'definitely still emerge, but 1really is.
.·
rich, sort of like polo. Mr.
have no regard for art?
regret ma11y great works
Cunion'.s obvious experCunion would certainly .
Cunion seems to believe this. would not be seen because
tise on the subjectcould only
never get to see his"truly
Don't all people, both rich
there ~ould be not incentive
mean
thathe is an art major ·. great art" if there were no
.
and poor, have equal access
to create art except for the

funding. Funding is what
brought Mapplethorpe to the
public and to the media. If
there were no funding
William Cunion would
probably have no opinion on
this whole issue and not care
in the least. The real issue
here is censorship. After
viewing Mapplethorpe's
exhipit, people realized.that
they don't want to pay taxes
to see this stuff. So they're
simply not going to fund any
art. I would like to ask Mr.
Cunion if he actually saw the
Mapplethorpe exhibit. And_
if so, was it because you
know Mapplethorpe's work
and love it, or because you
heard that he had some truly
"intense" pictures? You
probably we~tbecause so
many people in the media
were making a big scuff
about it. Now youare the
scuffer.
·
I caimottruly say whether
I think art should be funded
of not because being an artist
I am-biased on the issue~ But
if people are going to reconsider the. taxing for art they
should truly consider all of
art. · ·
· ...
-Dean DeMatteis
Ohio StateUniversity

Earth sandals are supported by students

As we were wasting time
before class one day, we
decided to support the effort
put into the Newswire by the
and ~ead the paper. After
readmg the first couple of
pages, we came across an
article entitled "Earth sandals
are fashi~n faux pas." .So we
took adv~ntage of.th~
,
opportunity to ~nte m
re~P?nse and v01ce our
opinions.
First of all, we have a
question. What gives Miss
Haveus the right to tell
people how to dress? From
what we remember, the only
person that ever told us how
to dress was our mothers,
and that was only until the
4th or 5th grade. Get with it
Miss Haveus, this is college,
remember? The last thing we
would do is let someone else
choose our wardrobes for us.
Ahother point we would
like to comment on is the
way Miss Haveus describes
the sandals as a "slab of

cow." W~ are not sure, but
maybe Miss Haveus could
not.say of spell Birkenstock.
We know that there are quite
a .few students who wear
Birks on cai:npus and we are
sure that they are good for
your feet. They support the
arch of the footwhkh _
relieves the pressure on the
heel. We choose to wear .
socks to keep our feet warm,
not to try to ~ta fashion
-statement.
_
. In.conclusion, we would
JUSt hke to say ~hat we are
glad we have Bir.kenstocks,
an~ after all, we are not
tellmg everyone t? wear
them. The Newswire should
use its space reporting the
news, not complaining about
shoes.
-Jason Natali
Chris Palumbo
Chris Smay
Nora Maroney
Bill Hammer

I definitely feel some "~oes after races or practices. Not
were stepped on," regardmg
only does our coach wear
the article, "Earth sandals are 'them, he also sells them at his
fashionfaux pas." As many
store. After nmning 8 plus
kno~, quite a few students at
miles at practice, Birks are
Xavier, mcluding myself,
great to wear.
wear these sandals on a daily
The main reason I am
basis.
.
writing is that even though
Lets clear up th.e fact that
":'ersatile - many have closed
':earth sandals," are actually
minds. Even though "the
called Birkenstocks. These.
style absolutely cannot
shoes are not a "slab of cow"
continue," I can't allow
on one's feet. Actually, they
anyone to dictate my style probably use less leather than let alone Xavier. There are
a .no~ma~ pair of heels. I ~ear ~ew. P.eople who can be . ·
·Birk .s with.almost anyth~ng, . mdivtduals and step beyond
yes, mcludmg socks. This
the boundaries of what's in a
way I don't h.ave to go out
REAL person. Hopefully
and buy 20 different colored
more will realize that part of
leather shoes to match my
Xavier's mission isto stimuoutfits- therefore killing
late individuality for us to
more cows! . ·
become leaders, not followAsk any Birkens~ock
ers.
wearer, an~ they will tell you
Someday, maybe you t0o
that the mam reason they are
will be able to wear sorr\eworn is comfort.· On the
thing because you like it, not
because it was the "hot'' item
Xavier University c~o~scountry team, a maionty of
at the Limited this week. I
the women can be found
feel no one is trying to make
wearing Birks before and
a statement - or maybe we

are saying that "we" are
individuals who have a
freedom of choice. And-if it
can't be handled atleast deal
with it inyour own way.
·
-Micki Beresford
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'. ,_4;; .~:.'.:tc::;,: :::.:> ·.; : :. Ttying to stretch dollars when you're

· "" "1faX ':computer shopping doesn't rriean you' re willing
'<> . tofoake sacrifices.

. .
·_ ··. That's why you should consider
.the new, affordable Macintosh"
· Classic" computer.
Apple introduces the Macintosh Classic.
It has everything you need- . . .
including a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2 megabytes of RAM, ~l!ld
a 40-megabyte hard disk.Just plug everything in and the Macintosh
Classic is ready to nm, ~cause the system software is already
installed.· And, thanks to the Macihtosh computer's legenclmy ease
of-use, you'll be up m1d nmning in no time.
Llke every Macintosh, the Classic GUl nm thousands of av;tiJable applications d1at all work in die smne; consistent way-so
· '. once you've learned one program, you're well on your way to
. learning them all. And d1is is one cheap roommate that doesn't have
· trouble shaiing. The Apple" SuperD1ive~stancbrcl equipment

For fu1ther infonnation visit the
CBA Con1puter Lab or call
Rick Harris at 745-1980

• Macmtosli Ctass1c computers purchased bnloro January 1991 include sy~tem software on lloppy disks: so!M-nre is nol 1nsta!led.
C1990 Apple Compuler, Inc. Apple, lhe Apple logo, and Milc1nlosn a1e tllg•stered tradmnark5 ol Apple Compuler, Inc SuperDrive :and •The
power to be your bes!" are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Classic is a rug1s1ered t1ae1emark bcensBd 10 Apple Computet, Inc. MS·DOS
1s a reg•stered trademark ol M•CIOSOll Co1porahon. 0512 is a 11tg1slcred trademark ol tnterna11onal Business Machines Corporation.

,

•. -111e power to be your best'.M

.
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Xavier rifle ready

for Walsh Invite
By Emmett Prosser
1

The Xavier Newswire
Although the rifle season
is only two meets old, the
Xavier sharpshooters have
had two weekends full of .
surprises.
In their first meet Oct. 13,
Xavier, finishing third, was
shocked by an improved
Ohio State team
Last Sunday, Xavier
competed in the Golden
Eagle Invitational at Tennessee Tech University, placing
fourth out of 12 teams. The
team beat out Texas A & M
by one point and· Tennessee
Tech by seven, marking the
first time Xavier has beaten
Tennessee Tech.
Senior Sabrina DiBiagio set
a school record for combined
total smallbone and air rifle
events with 1,542 points.

.

·

Compiled by Todd Meyer
and Lena Ina

The Xavier Newswire
CROSS COUNTRY·
Xavier's men's and women's
cross country teams competed in the University of
Cincinnati's Bearcat Invitational last week, which they
used as a workout for the
Midwestern Collegiate
Conference Championship.
Both teams ran the meet at
85 or 90 percent of their
ability in order to remain
fresh for the MCC Championship this coming weekend~
Both teams finished ·
seventh out of the eight teams
attending. Morehead State
took top honors for men.
Louisville was first with its
women's team.
Top finishers for Xavier's
men and women were Matt
Alander, 28.18.2, and Laura
Breitenstein, 19.55.5.
"What we have shown
earlier in the season at the
Earlham and Wilmington
. Invitationals is a positive sign
of our abilities," said senior
Mike DeAloia. ''We have a
goal of. finishing in the top 50
percent at the MCC tourney.''
MEN'S SOCCER· The
Musketeers tied one and lost

ByDavid Stubenrauch

DiBiagio broke her own
record by,thi'ee point~. · . ,.
Sophomore Krista Tinlin.also
shot a personal bes,t. • . .. . : .,,- .•
·,,1 enjoyed' the individual ··
bests by my two top shooters.
We had goals of 4500 small~
bone and JSOO air rifle. We
almost made it: The next
meet against the University
of Kentucky will be a step~···
ping stone for the Walsh,"
said coach Alan Joseph.
Xavier had 4,490 points in
.
smallbone and 1,489 in air
rifle. Joseph feels his team
will reach the 6,000 goal ·
against UK Saturpay. "We
usually shoot well at home.
It will be good to get back to
our range," he said.
The Walsh Invitational,
hosted by Xavier, is in early
So where is he?
. .
. ..
November. Six of last year's
·During last Monday~s Reds victory ce_lebration on Fountain
top 10 teams will be competSquare , a baseball fan displays his views ofthe sport .
ing.

The Xavier Newswire

. "Camey Lansford at the
plate ... here's the pitch.· ..
he sends a pop u,p . ·. ·. foul
territory ... '.fodd Benzinger
is tinder it ... and the 1990 ·
World Championbelongs to.
the Cincinnati Reds!" •. . .
T-hese words have been
played over and over sirice , ·
that gorgeous Saturday
. evening last weekend when
the voice of the Reds, Marty
.Brennaman~ made the ··
fainous call of.the last out of
the World series. The city
of Cincinnati has finally .
been put in the nation's eye
as.the "City of Champions;'' .
Realizing the "once in a ..
lifetime"aspect of it all; I ··
made sure I was downtown
for the event and watched
the game a block away from
Riverfront Stadium. l .· •.
wanted towalk through the
· jall\med•streets of down7 ·
town, giving J;ligh-fives to i:,.
u········•:
····k·_.··.
_,
,. ' . ~ ·_·;,.,····-··.·u·.;····,11··.":._··_-.•_
.·
.
. .......
.· ·; .·: ; ..• .
,. .-. .
. - -: ' .': > .·.. .•...
: _. __.· ._...'_-·
people ldpn't know and be.
ori Fountain Square with
12,000.others at midnight ··
two matches this past week
SWIMMING-The Xavier
singing Sweep, Sweep,·. ,
WOMEN'S TENNIS· .
men's and woinen;s swim
Sweep.'~· I wanted the adrein preparation for the upcom- Xavier's women's tennis
ing Midwestern Collegiate
teams started the season this
naline to flow through my
team continues to gear itself
body 1.mtil next April. I
Conference Championships.
for the MCC Championships past weekend with losses.
· All three road games . .
-..yant~d thi~ .feeling to last
· The ·men lost to Miami . , . .
this week~nd; .Th~ ~ady .· ..
proved tO be tightmatc~es. :'"
:Musketeers ran their inatch
·university~ 56~39;.and < >..· •.·· . forever ..; · · :.1
At Louisville, the two squads·, winning streak tcftenbefore ' Bowling Green State Univer- .
UnforfuMtely, the.
battled toa 1-1 draw. Brad
.sity, 48-45. .BGSU defeated
feeling left me the next
losing to Akron~
Sullivan scored the Muskie
the women 53-40. ·
·
n:\o.rning; Don~tget me.
Against Transylvania, the
goal. The Muskies traveled
Competing in frontof the·
. wrcm~ I .~as still happy,
Lady Musketeers got all the
Friday to Notre Dame arid
bounces in posting a 5-4 team home crowd, induding the
butnot as happy as the
suffered a 2-1 league loss.
men's baketball te'1m; the
night before. lwasn't alone.
victory. This past weekend
The team took another
AfterMonday's rally on
Xavier took on Marshall and · teams started slowly, but
defeat Sundayat West .
so<>n began to swim
Fountain,Square, the busiAkron.. Satiirday the team
Virginia, losing 3"'.1. Jeff.. ·.· ., disp~t~he~Marshall easily, 5- ~trongly~
.
ness meri and· women went
Jordahl scored the'lone goal . 1. Sunday,however,Akron , '· Against BGSU, individual
back to work, the kids went .
in both the losses.
stopped the Lady Muskies
swimmers set school and
back to school, and· the
winning streak in a hard
The tea.m remains upbeat
.~rsorial bests. Freshman ,.
downtown shoppers went
about the season andthe
fought 5-4foss..
Suzanne Silbersack set a
· · offlooking for mpre spedais. ' . ; '
. '
. .·..
upcoming tournament. "The ·
. Thursday the team hosts ·. . schoohecord in the 100
team attitude has remained
its final match of the season
}?utterfly and freshman Steve
Looking back, Cincinnati
against the University of.· '· .·Jones excelled in his eventS ..•. . did not paint the town red,
constant the whole seas<>n," •
said senior co-captain
Cincinn~ti at3 p.ni. . .·.·.·.
· ""!'m real pleased With the : -~: rather a Iightxo~ge. We did
Charley Bradley~ ''Nobody
The Women hope to enter . teams' performances. We're
not tunfthe~city;upside ·
has ever given up trying.
. the weekend and the MCC
headed in the right directiqn. . down, instead, tilted it at a
We've all kept a p0sitive
The 'combination of new and . 45 degree angle. We didn't
Championships ori a high
attitude."
note." "We've achieved our
old members makes the team. loiter the local shops, set fire
The team hopes to enter
goal qf having everyone .
stronger and deeper,'' said
to parked_carsand cause.
the MCC Championships on
seeded in the tournament,"
coach Tassos Madonis.
·
mass hysteria like other .
a winning note... Next for the
said Kathy]ahnke. "We've
championship cities before
The teams are not discourMusketeers are two road
gained a.lot of experience this aged_bytheselosses, though.
us.
matches against non·
year. We work.much better
· But, Cincinnati is a con"This pastweeke,nd we ,
Division I opponents, travel·
as a team now."
servative city~ even in its
played tough teams thatwe
ing Wednesday to Marshall
''Notre Dame is the
usually see later in the
most liberal times. People·
and then Sunday to Northern favorite," added Colleen
will come arid try arid inake
season. Our times were
Kentucky University.
Duffy in regards to t~e
..
us a less traditional city, but
aver':lge, but they gave
The MCC Championhips
tournament. ''We should
everybody and idea of what
will fail. They willall leave,
begin Wednsday, October 31
liattle Butler and Marquette
to work on,"said men's comumbling the Reds theme,
in St. Louis.
for second."
"U can't touch this (city)!"
captain BryanMinor.
· .. !'
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Xavier lntramurals

.•'.Y

Freshman flag football team changes game plan
tions and lineman Pete "Papa
Bear"
Jeffrey scored the
The Xavier Newswire
team's only tOuchdown.
It was a brisk Tuesday
Winning doesn't seem to
evening when the Italian .
matter for the Italian SauSausage with Onions took the sage. "It's not real football,
field. These freshmen were
it's just fun to go out and run
out-sized and over matched,
around," said wide receiver
but they were having a blast.
Eric "Grover" Kroger.
·"We gave up before we
"It is an honor to be part
started," said starting quarof this team," added Smith.
terback Jeff Smith, "but we
"We're good. We have the
'
'·'
'
...
still had a great time."
players and the game plan to
.
photo by Beth Dammarell
The first half wasn't so
pull it off," he added.
Xavier students look on as a teammate talces a swing during
great. The team squandered
Any game plan must
anaintramural
softball game.
scoring chances; was penalinclude gettit1g the ball to
ized numerous times for
wide-out Matt Gaiters, who
WEDNESDA\' SOFrBAL.L
SOCCER
holding and had an embarhas good hands and great
CO REC
ra~ing moment.
speed. Gaiters had two ·
Intern'! Connection
4-0-0
''We forgot to line up for
BGBC
touchdowns taken away.
3-0
AC Milan
3-0-1
the extra point,'~ said team
Sossats
"On the first one, I was
2-0
Ball Busters
2-0-1
captain I<arl Yurchiak. "It
distraught. The second one
Penguin Lust
2-1
A Soccer Team
2-1-1
·was very humol'.ous."
was a gift from God; I
1-1
Tattoos
1-2-0 Slammers
After being down 21-0 at
hesitated and when I saw the XR's
1-2
1-2-0 Fatties
halftime, the "Sausage" ..
Grand
Slammers
determination in Pete's face, I Inter Milan Eleven
0-2
1~3-0
· regrouped. ''We platooned
Sluggers
backed off," he said.
0-3
Hank Lives
0-3-1
arid totally changed our
·
The 20 members of Italian
MFP
0-3-0 MEN
game plan " said Smith. "It.
Sausage with Onions debated
U.R.S.
FRIDAY SOFTBALL
2-0
was like using Plan B free
for a long time for an approSossats
agency."·
·
2-0
priate name. "A lot of names
Fightin Amish
2-1
The residents of the third
3-0 Wiedemann's
were discussed, but most of
1-1
·· floor of Brockman Hall held
Joe
them I can't repeat," said
.3-0 Indy Maddogs
Jerry's Kids
1-1
the oppo~ing squad to seven
Ewald.
1-1 Blue Balls
1-2
Food Source
. 1-2 Tattoos
points in the second half.
"We finally d~cided on
0-2
Big Ed Machine
"We figured out the rules·
0-2 Suicidal Skanks
Italian Sausage with Onions.
0-2
and started doing dome " ·· . The Italian part comes from
. Cou~try Joe & Fish
0-3 Dry Heaves
things differently,,,-sald · . ·
the family business approach,
CORECVOLLEYBALL . ·
.{rPOWER VOLLJi¥BALL
Yurchiak. "Our line did a ··
and sausagecon:tes from all of
good job in the second half." · ·us having the volatile attack
CelmicSia
6-3 Dig Deeper
7-2
The line is the strength of · .··of a sausage; Onions are all
Sossats
6-3 Sand Diggers
6-3
the team. Center John Ewald
the extra people who don't
Athletic Supporters
6-3 Can Do Crew
4-5
is the team leader in recep- ·
show up," explained Gaiters.
6th Floor S ikers
0-9 Still Lookin
1-8
By Emmett Prosser

FLAG FOOTBALL
TUESDAY

Vapors
Children of Thalidomide
Team Ganja
Norwood Billy Jacks
Ceramics by Louise
One Man Short
Italian Sausage w /Onions
. Live From Baghdad

~

Monda

·SEPT. 24

3915 Montgomery Road

.

OCT. 1

II.

OCT.8

-

SEPT. 4

SEPT. 5

SEPT. 6

SEPT. 7

SEPT. 1

OCT. 22

SEPT. 2

SEPT. 11

SEpT. 12

SEPT. 13

SEPT. 14

SEPT. 8

SEPT. 15

OCT. 29

SEPT. 9

NOV.5

SEPT. 16

._;._;_ INCREDIBLE LARGE Pl7ZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS sz95. SEPT. 17

. (t)1900

SEPT. 18

SEPT. 19

I SEPT. .20

SEPT. .21

SEPT. 22

SEPT. 23

NIFTY s9,5014...CHEESEPIZZA 1 TOPPIHG-2 LITER BOTTLE Of COKE oo~ino's Pizza, l~c. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Limited delivery a'rea lo ensure driver safety.
.

OCT.2

·· OCT.3

OCT. 4

OCT. 5

OCT. 9

OCT. 10

OCT.11

OCT. 12

OCT. 16

OCT..17

OCT. 18

OCT. 19

OCT. 23

OCT. 24

..

OCT. 26

NOV.1

P;IOV. 2

OCT. 25

.

OCT. 30

OCT. 31

WWWA

Brockman Babes
0 Captain, My Captain
No Names

Saturday

Sunda

SEPT. 29

SEPT. 30

·OCT. 6

OCT. 7

OCT. 13

OCT. 14

OCT. 20

OCT. 21

OCT. 27

OCT. 28

NOV.3

NOV.4

INCREDIBLE LARGE
PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS S7.95 .
'
NOV. 7

NOV. 8

NOV. 9

2-0
1-0
0-1
0-2

WOMEN'S 3-0N-3
. BASKETBALL

LARGE PIZZA WITH 1 TOPPING 55.95

INCREDIBLE LARDE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS S'J.95 -

SEPT. 10

c Frida

SEPT. 28

BrockmanBabes
Ba Ba Kids
36D's
Bans Hands

TWO FREE TOPPINGS ON ANY PIZZA

·11iCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS S7.95 -

SEPT. 3

SEPT. 27

2-0
2-0
2-0
1-0
1-1
1- J
0-1
0-2
0-2
0-2

WOMEN

LARGE PIZZA WITH 1 TOPPING s5,95
OCT. 15

Xa~i.er Unive!sity ''Na Coupon" Specials!
AUG. 31

Thuraday

SEPT. 26

LQDIII
Irish Gardeners
Buckshots
Chicago Irish
Jerry's Kids
Spoilers ·
U Lose
U.R.S.
Land of Boz
LD's

TWO FREE TOPPINGS ON ANY PIZZA

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZ~

AUG. 30

Wednelday

THURSDAY

LARGE PIZZA WITH 1 TOPPING 55.95
.CALL US A..OUT \WACKY WEEK OFFERS

396·7400

11:00 a.m.-2:00 a.m. Sun.-Thurs.
11:00 a.m.-3:00 a.m. Fri. & Sat

AUG.21

.lllnd•
SEPT. 25

3-0
2-0
1-1
1-1
1-1
0-1
0-1
0-3

NOV. 10

NOV. 11

1-0
1-0
0-1
0-1
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ard
itting

By Lena Ina

The Xavier Newswire ·
What do hockey sticks,
Wildman Walker and Xavier
students have in common?
They're all a part of the
Cincinnati Cyclones, one of
the newest teams in the East
Coast Hockey League.··
The Cincinnati Cyclones
open the 1990-91 campaign
with home games this Friday
against Roanoke and Saturday against Knoxville.
In preparation for its
inaugural season, the team
played three preseason
games. Although they
finished 0-3-0, the games
provided the team an opportunity to work togetherin
game situations.
·
Last Thursday, the Cy~
clones finished on the short
end of a 6-5 loss to the
Johnstown Chiefs. Friday
night against Toledo, the
team had a defensive lapse,
losing 9-2. The final preseason game took placeat

Lexington, where the Nashville Knights defeated the
Cylones 7-3.
The organization is
.
looking forward to the start
of the season in hopes of
presenting the fans with a
.·
good product.
"We're aiming at entertaining the audience. We
have 32 home events, not
games. We feelthe hockey
will promote itself, buUhere
will be a broader appeal to
other people," 5aid Terry
Ficorelli, director of Communications and Broadcasting.
One aspectthat Ficorelli
expects to draw the fans.is
the voice of Wildman
Walker, whois the public
address announcer. Xavier
· has its own niche in the ·
organization with the pres~
ence of student interns in the
public relations department·
The Cyclones wiU also be
splitting time at the. Cincinnati Gardens with Xavier's.
men's basketballteam, which
plays its home games there.
.

. '·

.

AT·THE CINCINNATI
GARDENS

we are looking for

OPENING WEEKEND
OCT. 26-27-30

students wit.h flu-like or
upper ·respiratory

TICKETS ... $6.00 I $8.00
STUDENTS $4.00 l $6.00

conditions,· accompanied
by a fever of 10 l or higher.

SPECIAL 2 FOR· 1
$6.00 TICKETS IN
THE NEWSlRE
OFFlCE.
STARTING WED, OCT. 24
-'·,

'

-~

/,-il[J;l.=.£7
)"

:

.

GAME TIME

FOR MORE
INFORMATION
CALL 531-PUCK (7825)

-·-tl1--/!.',. . :_/

.·,

..

·1:30
i~.N
1

Should you qualify, you will be
cQmpensated $50.00 for your
partic,ipation, which will require
xome time spe·nt at the Health
Center.
Please can Ann -Brown or Jennifer·
Sauers at the Health and
Counseling Center at 745-3025.
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Performance artist murdered· Fanfare fo.r Foreigner
at The Cincinnati Art Museurr1
By Jennifer Stark

The Xavier Newswire

. foreigner "Colonel GreyPoupon" (Will Perrin) was
The Xavier Newswire
planning on taking over the
'nmseum and allowing
,,~, "' '· i · < :,"perf0-t111Jihce art a11c], God - .
·· I ~::.•Saturday night the
forbid; the Mapplethorpe
Cincinnati Art Museum was
exhibitto be presented by the
transformed into a den·of
museum. This had the
establishment at the muliars, adulterers; and cheats.
The cause of this was the
seum, "Marietta Von Kinmurder mystery hosted by
. derki.tchen" (Katie Roetker)
and "Posy Whipple" (Julie .
the Friends of the Museum~ a
young professional organiza- Lorenz), up in anns.
tion dedicated to assisting the
To make matters worse;
museum's fundraisiilg ef"Colonel Poupon" had .
brought performance artist
forts.
·
"Rodin Rodanandana" (Jan
Entitled '.'What A Way To
Gogh," the murder incorpo· Kindig)·with him to entertain
rated an evening of hors d'
the museum's guests. Tragicall)', her first performance
oeuvres, drinks, and general
conviviality. with a well
was her last. It was her
scripted mystery written by
murder that we were sent out
Mary and Carl White of
into the museum to solve.
We were broken up into
Toledo, Ohio. The mystery
was performed by amateur
groups and given leads as to
actors who generously i .·.
..where we should look to find.
the clues that would direct us
volunteered their time to. ·
participate in the evening's·
.·to the murderer..
.·
events. ·
Unforttinately; my group,.
The night started off with . theReubens, were truly
the murderer's hundred
clueless. We haphazardly
guests mingling in thefoyer
staggered around .the muof ~he museum, having
seum, r\ever really finding
drinks while being introwhatwe··were suppossed to,
duced to the strangest
but having a good time,
people .. These people, being . anyhow; .
.
the cast of the mystery,
.: .Fellow detectives, Lil and
mixed in with the guest's
Greg Benjamin of Oxford,
striking up conversations and Ohio, and Jay Kanerva of··
dropping clues. ·
Cin'cirinati didn't seem to be
A mock speech was given
bothered: by the fac(thatwe
by "Winston Heidrich"
were~stilllookingfor our first
due while others were
(David Nikolai) and the
mystery began to unravel.
finishing. It was a first for all
·.It seems that a major
involved andthe evening's
lack ofstructure (and comcontroversy was brewing at
the museum~ A wealthy
nion sense where my group
By Kent Thompson

It's too bad, really. The cast and crew of "The Foreigner,"
which played last weekend at the Xavier University Theatre
will never get the chance to reap the benefits of this review.
The set will be long since struck bythe tim.e this hits print, the
cast will have dispersed, dog-eared playbooks in hand, and
the echoes of laughter will only be haunting shadows caught
within the stage curtain folds. Thus my critical comments will
never be implemented.
·
Good thing there wasr't much to criticize.
The Player's first offering of the year, Larry Shue's "The
Foreigner," was carried off in high comedic style by the
seven-member cast .. The set, a masterpiece of creaky wood
and false floors, captured perfectly the atmosphere of a quiet
country inn somewhere in Tilgman County of Georgia - an
atmosphere augmented by professional lighting and welltimed sound support, no easy feat in any comedy, and
particularly challenging with the falls, explosions, storms
and special effects one would nonnally expect in the sleepy
back hills of the South.
The interaction between Sgt. "Froggy" LeSueur, amiably
played by John Strom, and the unassuming Charlie Baker
(Eric Irwin), were adversely affected by their leisurely surwas concerned) was made up roundings: the play started off slowly, amusingly enough but
without real snap to the dialogue. When Erin Noll's Betty
for with good company.
Meeks entered the picture, her quaint charm complemented
After an hour of clue
the picture, but didn't add much comedic punch in the
hunting,~mygroup'con·
,eluded t~;;iqhe .murderer was.· opening scene.
"Colonel Poupon/' And, we •
THEATRE REVIEW
:were right!
After solving the murder
..The turning point was almost tangible, during the breakfast
forty-five minutes later than
scene
between Betty and Charlie. The speed of the dialogue
everyone else, we were led
picked up, the facial'gestures and slapstick movements of
back in to one of the
both cast members were fluid and effective, and the audience
museum's ballrooms to
edged a little closer to the stage in wide-eyed anticipation of
dance tothe music of local
what would happen next.
band, Crossfire.
An unctuously devious Rev. David Marshall Lee (Jack
This would have been a
Langworthy,
proud graduate of the Bmce Willis school of
wonderful time had the
eyebrow lifts and turns of phrase) and his oh-so-charming
Cincinnati Reds not been
bride, the former deb Catherine Simms (Maria Kaufmann,
simultaneously winning the
whose acidic delivery and expressive eyes added bite to her
World Series. So, instead of
every line) quarreled, simpered and cuddled with engaging
· dancing, nearly everyone,
. carido.r. ,"Stupid ~ittle Brother" Ellard Simms, played with an
including the band, stood,
tuxedos and all, watching the, aw-ShlJcks appeal by Matthew Horwath, became an instant
. Reds on a tiI'y portable black .' hero unwittingly combating the wiles of the reverend. John
Conrard rounded out the cast in sneering style as the obnoxarid white television.
ious, unabashedly racist Owen Muesser, Ku Klux Clan
While I though I could
member
and darned proud of it.
escape baseball by attending .
Scene after scene, Charlie's persona as 'the foreigner' (who
·
. this event, I now have the
privilege of telling my grand- couldn't understand a word of English) found himself privy
to the hid.den truths of everyone surrounding him- truths
children that I saw the Reds
which became gradually more outrageous as the play unwin the World Series in good
folded. Betty's good nature and hopeless misunderstandings
ol' 1990, garbed in a tuxedo
brought smiles every time she waddled on stage, and
while standing in the middle
Charlie's obvious enjoyment of his role as the outsider on the
of the Cincinnati Art Muinside was thoroug~ly satisfying. Irwin emerges as an
seum.
uninhibited and talented player in firm control of his actions~
Overall, the evening was a
lines, and audience. Scenes with the multi~faceted scheming
big success. The events
of the reverend and the straight forward belligerence of Owen
sponsored.by the Friends of
were on target, and the interaction between.Catherine and
the Museum are an excellent
Ellard developed smoothly and with undeniable charm.
way for college students and
Despite a few technical difficulties and timing problems,
recent graduates to meet
the cast and crew of ''The Foreigner'' collaborated to present a
people with similar interests.
show that gathered energy as it progressed, and delivered an
(Yes,lknow they call.this
networking) Hopefully, next ·excellent production to an audience coming to expect such
performance at every show.
time a murder is committed
Yes, it's too bad this review comes out so "late."
at The Art Museum, more
It's far more of.a shame we can't be treated to such enjoyXavier students will be there
able theater more often.
·
to solve it.
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Kicking off season with sci-fi

National haircompany
needs models.

emotional outcry and intelMovies and a laser disc
Must be completely open to change in
·lectual insight.
.
player.
color ~d cut and must be between
hair
The Movies Repertory
'l'he Movies Repertory,;..
The Xavier Newswire
the ages of 18.;.30.
Cinema has provided the
Cinema's 10th Anniversary
public with ten years of
24-Hour Science Fiction Film
No experience neccessary.
unique entertainment It not
Festival runs at 6 p.m.,
.
Earning potential and nation.;.wide
only offers classks, but cult
Friday, October 26th through ·
Picture a room where
exposure for chosen models.
films, international favorites,
6 p.m. Saturday, October
there are 250 science fiction
fana~cs in a frenzy of antici- .. and award winning shows as
27th. .
.
.
If interested, come tO Cooter's .in The
well. Its popularity has . : ~ .
pation. '.!'heir.attention is
Tickets are $20.00 and ·
University Village in Clifton at
grown immensely throl.lgh
drawn to a huge flickering
include allmovies and food:
1:00 P.M~ Tuesday, November 6.
ability
to
bring
to
the
public
·
·
screen drawing them ever·
. For more information call
those shows which cause
closer in to the realm of the
unknown and the barely
imagined.
This is not the Twilight
Zone ...it's The Movies
Repertory Cinema.
All this centralized madness emerges from The
Movies' celebration of their
10th anniversary.
"We haven't done any- ·
thing like this before, so
we're very excited about it,"
says Mick Telkamp, manager
of the cinema. Telkamp also
expressed his pleasure in the
fact that so many people
were excited about the event.
"It should be a lot of fast and
furious fun."
The festivities begin at 6
p.m. on Friday, October 26th
and the fun won't stop until 6
p.m. the next day.
The theme revolving
around the festival is science
fiction. (This being that time
of year you know.) The
Movies plans to show some
classic sci-fi features such as:
Fantastic Voyage and The Day
The Earth Stood Still, as well
as some newer films like Star
Trek: The Motion Picture and
Dune. There promises to be
something for everyone who
enjoys a good science fiction
story.
To add to the excitement
of the festival, various
. hlV rewording
GE GRADS- H19
establishments from around
E
COLL
eos for B A.I ·
Cincinnati will be providing
opportunities overs hare th~ir .
food for the run. Domino's
B S self-starters to s .
Pizza will be in charge of the
skill~ with peqple \n ~fnco,
dinner brigade on Friday
evening and Graeter's will
Asia and Latin Amenco.
take over Saturday morning
PEACE CORPS
with coffee and donuts.
Finally, Mullane's Parkside
Cafu will offer sandwiches
for the tired lunch crowd on
Information Table
Saturday afternoon. All the
October 30, 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.,
food is included in the price
University Center Lobby near Grill
of admission, so no one
"Let It Begin Here" Peace Corps film
should get the munchies in
October 30
the middle of a flick. How1:30 p.m.
ever, if the temptation should
University Center, Regis Room
strike you, the snack bar will
1-800-521-8686 Toll free
be open.
All those in attendance
will also be eligible to win
some great door prizes that
will be awarded during the
course of the festival. Prizes
will include: passes to The
By Becky Froelich

its
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Upco_ming events for Halloween

Prepare for the scare
Quintessence Woodwind
Quintet presents the second
incarnation of "The Vampire
Quintet," a highly dramatic
and musical performance
event on Friday, October 26
at 7:30 p.m. at Holmes Auditorium, 25th Street'and
Madison Avenue, Covington;
Kentucky.
Performing "tinlive," the
vampires will stage a concert
of spc)oky muisc and eerie
multi-media entertainment,
including dramatic costuming and make-up, dance by
Steven Schuckman, Staphen
Kreimer, and Cindy Amneus,
vocals by Samantha Toberman, projected images and
film, and audience participa-

tion. This productionis
direCted by Mary Jo Beresford. The music will
include classical, popular and
improvisational.
The unearthly event
purposely starts 45 minutes
past sundown and lasts less
than an hour, perfectly timed
to bewitch vampiric patrons
on their way to ghoulish
dinners or Halloween parties.
Although children are
welcome, the program will
be aimed at adults. Costumes ar~ encouraged, and a
short reception will follow
the performance.
Admission is $5, $6 at the
door. For ticket information,
please call (513) 753-8281.

Warehouse 'stacks up'
By Ben Stigar • ..

The Xavier Newswire.
The hard-edged postmodern band Warehouse has
been hitting the Cincinnati
music scene for thEHast few
years. Last Saturday, despite
the fact that half the city was
celebrating the Reds' victory,
they managed to fill Sudsy
Malone's for a late-night
show.
The band consists of Dan
McCabe as lead vocalist
(who also plays trumpet
during some songs), Steven
Schulte and Stephen Metz on
guitar, George Horrigon
plays bass and Steve Mccabe
plays drums. Originally a
three-piece out of OXford, the
band later added Steven
Schulte and George Horrigan
after moving to Cincinnati.
. Although the personal
interests of the members·
covers·a colorful spectrum,
the band denies any major
influences to their work.
After adding the extra
members, the new Warehouse refined their sound,
hoping to articulate their
music while giving it a
rougher edge. "We went
from garage rock to a bigger
sound," says McCabe, while
Schulte comments that,"We
work to co-ordinate the
guitar sounds rather than
simply playing together."
The music of Warehouse

,

relies heavily on images.
Their moody sound comes
from the use of a prominant ·
bass and a fairly hard guitar
presence that doesn't use an
excess of grinding. Their
music is visual and their
lyrics speak of feelings of
personal experience rather
than preaching on.stage.
"Our music is image-oriented," saysMcCabe. "Our
lyrics follow the feel of the
music - and we're apolitical.
If you mess with politics in
your music you lose creativity." McCabe's vocals complement the instruments with
a powerful, flowing sound
that is fairly gloomy. He also
provides a dominant stage
presence and is very mobile
on stage.
Warehouse hopes to · ·
produce an EP or an LP soon,
but have recently been
·
"cultivating their circuit" by
playing out of town at least
once a week. They were in
the top four in 97X's exposure project and have gotten
air time on the station; their
popularity has grown ..
immensely since their new
debut last January, and new
management has al.lowed the
band to play out more often.
Warehouse is playing on
October 31st with the Buddy
Bradley Experience and Trip
Shakespeare at Bogarts,
which should prove to·be a
rousing Halloween combination.
~

Reminder: at.1 :00 p;m. today, .The Xavier.
Newswire will be handing out t-shirts and free
passes to a screening this evening of
""Univer~l's White Pala.ce.
. . .. . ~

EVERYBODY'S records, tapes,
I WE BUY & SELL I
•
RIDGE RD.

HUGE SELECTION OF IMPORTS
•ROCK •SOUL
•JAIJ..

•METAL •ALTERNATIVE •BLUES
•PUNK •OLD R&B
•OLDIES

HEARLDAVE.
DANA AVE.

NEW & USED COMPACT DISCS
"VOTED THE BEST RECORD STORE IN ONCINNATI" by CTNONATI MAGAZINE" 1987

ROCK T-SHIRTS & POSTERS

. 531-4500

TRAVEL SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
wanted, outgoing,
aggressive, selfmoti vated." individuals
or·groupsto 11\arket.
Winter and Spring break
trips on campus. For
more information call
Student Travel Services
at 1-800-648-4849.

BABYSITTER
WANTED iil home,
Terrace Park area. 1
year old child. Nonsmoker. Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday
mornings 8:30 - 12:30.
$4.00fhr. References ..
· Call 831-3739, 9 a.m. - 9
p.m;

ATIENTION
FRATERNITIES,
SORORITIES, CLUBS,
and INDIVIDUALS.
Trip organizers wanted
for fantastic Ski and Sun
tours. Earn cash
commissions and/ or go
for free. Call the #1
company in college
travel, Moguls Ski and
Sun Tours, Inc. 1-800666-4857.

SHY PEOPLE interested
in therapy group to
overcome social anxiety,
please contact Dr.
Brengle, 221-8545.

·:·.1:·:1:·:!:,.:1 :-1.1·: 1 1 10 _:1~1_: ·:1: ·: :1: . :.:1·i-:1:.~

STEAMBOAT
SPRINGS,
COLORADO!! NKU
Ski Club's fourth annual
trip January 1 - 9. The
trip includes 6 nights in
the Phoenix condos, a 4FREE SPRING BREAK da y lift pass, free parties
TRIPS to students or
and more. Only $259
student organizations
without transportation,
promoting our Spring
and $359 with. Reserve
Break packages. Good
now! Call Julie, 283pay & fun .. Call CMI 1- 1899 or Jerome, 831800-423-5264.
4641.
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All announcements for the
weekly Calendar must be
sent to The Xavier Newswire
office in the University
Center, ground floor, by
Friday, prior to publication,
at 12 p.m. (noon). Please .
direct mail to Gary Wahoff,
· .Calendar editor. Be sure to
· .·include name and phone .
number.

October
Today is Commuter Awareness
Day. Activities,
free ioo,d, and giveaways
occur throughout the day.
Wear your "I'm <:;ommuter
Friendly" pin and be eligible
to win prizes! Call 745-3205
for more details.

24

Attention XU males and
females! Auditions for
BSA's Black History Month's
Fashion Show will be held ·
Oct. 24, from 12:00 -2:00
p.m. and 6:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
in the Terrace Room. Ladies
Please wear heels.

Come out to St. Marks
Church on Montgomery
Road in Evanston for the
County Commisioners
Enviroomental Forum
Candidates Night. Bring
your questions and concerns as audience participation is encouraged. The
event starts at 7:30 p.m.
Today is United Nations
Day; Dr. Robert Gervasi
will be speaking on "Ignatioit Spirituality and the
Challenge of Planethood"
in CBA 2at11:30a.m. and
12:30p.m.
Drop by the
University
Center Lobby
and show your support for
U.S. troops overseas. Sign a
letter at the College Republicans' table to tell American soldiers that you
support their courage and
dedication.

25

Come down to the
Convention
Center for the
annual Toys for Adults
Show running through
Sunday.

26

The Nationally
known XU rifle
· ·
team takes on the
University of Kentucky .

27

To kick off the
beginning of
. · · .Alcohol Awareness Wee~, a panel discussion hosted by WEBN's
Wildman Walker entitled
"Friends Forever, Desert
them Never" takes place
tonight from 7:00 p.m.-8:30
p.m. in the University ·
Center Theatre.

29

A program entitled
"PersonalSafety," sponsored by the Department
of Safety and Security,
takes place in the Commuter Lounge from 4:00 6:00p.m.
University Ministry is ta~ing
reservations for a retreat"Making Connections"-to be
held at Villa Madonna
Center on Nov. 2-4. Sign up.
due today. Call 745-3567 for
more information.
"How to get a
date without
·. . . . wearing Beer _ ·

30

Goggles" is on tap tonight in
the Commuter Lounge from
6:00-7:00 p.m. Featured
speaker is XU's own Dave
Coleman.
Learn to dance with a
partner! For a nominal fee
of $10.00/person, you can
take Swing/Slow dance ·
lessons in the Terrace
Room from 7:00 -8:00 p.m.
A "Club President's
Reception" from 9:00-10:00
p.m. is in the Mezzanine of
the Main Dining Room.
Take a break for Pizza and
. Refreshments. RSVP at
the Office of Student
Activities, 745-3205. For
more information, call 7454990.
IT'SHALLOWEEN,
·
so dress up as your
favorite ghoulie
and have a great time.
Down Under with Bloo Zoo
From 9:30 p.m ..:.12:30 a.m.

31

A "FacultyI Administration
Moctail Mix-Off" takes place
from 4:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. in
the University Center ·
Lobby. All are welcome.

..

Meeting
Time
Change
Amnesty Intemational announces a
change of meeting
times. Me~tings will
now be held. Mondays at 2:30 p.m. and
Tuesdays at 7:00 p.m.
at the Dorothy Day
House on Herald
Ave. For more
information contact
the Dorothy Day
House at 745-3046,
Everyone is welcome, and new
members are encouraged to attend.

Xavier Does Halloween!
Tuesday, October 30

Pumpkin carving contest during lunch in the ·Maitt Dining Room.
A Mardi Gras dinner in the Main Dining Room, featuring Cajun food, jazz music and a
pumpkin pie eating contest.
Declining Balance prizes throughout the day!!!

